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IT IS generally accepted that when Henry Tudor landed in Pembrokeshire in
1485, to begin his march to  Bosworth, it was in Mill  Bay, on the Dale Pensinsula
—the first possible landing place  on the  northern  shore of the great waterway of
Milford Haven. All the chronicles which go into any detail indicate the  neigh-
bourhood of  Dale, and  a  mixture of local tradition and  common sense  pinpoints
the spot as being Mill  Bay.1 Unfortunately, the only piece  of strictly contem-
porary evidence available states otherwise.

This is a letter, written by King Richard on 11th  August, only four days
after the landing. It is addressed to Henry Vernon, and says  that:  ‘our  rebelles
and traitours accompanyed with our auncient  enemyes  of Fraunce and  othre
straunge nacions departed out of the  water  of Sayn the furst day of  this present
moneth making their cours westwardes ben landed at  Nangle  besides Mylford
Haven in Wales on Soneday last passed, as we be credibly enfourmed, entending
our uttre destruccion, thextreme subversion of this  cute  realme and disheriting
of cure true  subgiettes  of the same.’2 ‘Nangle’, now called  Angle, is a village
only four  miles  from  Dale  and still less from Mill Bay. However, it lies on the
opposite side of the mouth of Milford Haven: in 1485, the distance between the
two by road  would have been over forty miles.  A  commission appointed in
1565 to  combat  piracy reports  that, apart from Pembroke, the largest villages
in the Haven with harbours were Dale and Angle:a they were in fact rival ports.
No local inhabitant would confuse  them, or use the  name  of one to indicate an
area so wide as to include the  other.  There  must  have  been  something more  than
the usual inaccuracies of a first report to cause Richard to understand that the
landing had been at  ‘Nangle'.

The only solution so far  proposed  is  that  of Evans: ‘It is possible that  a
detachment  landed at Angle so as to  advance  on  Pembroke  and Tenby castles."
Chrimes  adds  in support of  this that  the letter  does  not specify that it was Henry
who had landed at  Angle.5 Yet Henry was the  most cautious  of  men, avoiding
risks whenever possible. He  could have  landed in the harbour at Dale, but he
chose  instead Mill  Bay, barely inside the  shelter  of Milford Haven—in fact,
George Owen, describing the Haven in 1595, quickly passes  over this bay as
being virtually in the open sea.“ Its advantage was that it was out of sight of
Dale village and castle, and the  actual  spot where  Henry reputedly first  touched
land, a tiny bay within Mill Bay known as  Harry’s Carthouse, is invisible from
the  cliffs above, and is cut ofl‘ from the  path  out of the bay at anything above
half tide—which, it has been calculated, was the situation on the evening of 7th
August.  7  He had no idea of  what  loyalties were to be found in the  area, and so
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he was taking every precaution  to get his army ashore  and  organised before they
came  into contact with any of the local inhabitants.  Under these  circumstances
he would be  extremely unlikely to split up his  force  while it was  still  at  sea, or to
send  part of it further  into  the Haven than was necessary, as would be the case
if it was to land in one of  Angle’s bays.  Again, such  a detachment would be lost
to Henry, making the  enterprise  still  more  risky: the next day he was to  march
almost  to Cardigan—forty miles  in the  opposite  direction. Finally, it seems
strange that there should be no  other  evidence of such  a  French invasion on the
south of the  Haven,  particularly if its objectives were the castles of  Pembroke
and Tenby: on the contrary, Polydore Vergil, the  main  authority for the invasion,

reports  the  message  sent by the citizens of  Pembroke  to Henry, and there is no
suggestion  that they have been paid  a  visit  by his followers.  3  In view of all this
it  seems  improbable  that  Richard’s information about Angle could have
stemmed  from a  separate  landing there.

A more tenable solution  is indicated by Polydore  Vergil  earlier on, when
he says  that Richard, understanding that Henry was disorganised and unlikely

to  invade, withdrew the  ships  and  troops that  he had positioned at certain
places for  defence purposes; ‘but  lest  he  might  be found  altogether unready, he
commanded noble  men and  gentlemen  dwelling about the sea  coast, and

chiefly the Welsh  men, to keep watch by course after their country manner, to
the  intent that  his adversaries should not have ready recovery of the  shore  and
come a  land: for the inhabitants  about  the sea  coast  place, in the  time  of war
especially, on the hills adjoining lamps fastened  upon  frames of  timber, and

when  any great or  notable matter happeneth,  by reason  of the approach of

enemies, they suddenly light the  lamps,  and  with shouts through  town and field
give  notice thereof;  from  thence  others afterwards  receive  and utter  unto  their
neighbours notice  after the same sort.  Thus  is the fame  thereof  carried speedily
to all villages, and  both country and town arm themselves against the enemy.’ 9

Most  chronicle  accounts of the landing are based on that of Vergil, but
there  is one totally independent version found in the Cambrian Register for 1795.
This  is  a  biography of  Rhys  ap Thomas  of Carew  Castle  (a powerful Welsh
magnate  of the  late  fifteenth century), written by one of his descendants during
the  reign  of James I.  Vergil  is always to be  preferred, since the biography is
frequently in  error  and, being a  family account, is heavily slanted towards Rhys.
Thus  we are  told  at  length  how he  supported Henry from well before the in-
vasion, and met him on the  beach  at Dale: while Vergil says that Henry at first
heard that  Rhys (who  is  here  called Richard) was hostile to  him, but that he was
eventually won over by a promise  of the lieutenantshjp of Wales, and that the two
first met at Shrewsbury.1°-The biography nevertheless contains many details
which agree with  other  information—after an  agreement  to march separately so
as to  keep French  and Welsh  troops apart, there  was  indeed, it  says, a  meeting at
Shrewsbury—and we can largely agree with Gairdner that despite  ‘much
partiality and  laudation  of the  hero, it is  only fair to acknowledge that the work
bears the  mark  of  much  conscientious  research.’11

The relevance to the  present text  is that it tells us  that ‘the  Earle [Henry]
having taken liverie and Seizin of parte of his  kingdom, and now in the way of
possessing himself  with  the  whole,  Rice ap Thomas forthwith  commanded the
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beakons to be set on  fire, thereby to  give  notice to all the countries adjacent of
his landing, and withall to  summon  his  friendes  and  kinsmen  from all  partes
where his  power  was extended.’12 If we discount  Rhys’ ostensible  motives, and
probably any part  played by him at all, this is  still  evidence not  only that  the
beacons existed, but  that  they were actually used.

At this  point  it would be of interest to know  whether  Dale welcomed or
opposed  Henry.  The  biography’s  opinion is quite clear: he was met  there  by
Rhys  ap Thomas  and his followers, all dedicated to the Tudor cause.“ This is
improbable, but it is worth  noting that  Rhys  was said to  have  learnt the  exact
landing place  from ‘Robert of the Dale, his  prophett’,“ and it is implied  that
the Dale in question was the  Dale  where Henry landed.  Robert  of the Dale
would indeed have been in  a position  to  give  information  about  the landing,
although probably after it had taken  place, if, as has  been suggested, he was
lord of  Dale  castle—he would not have  been  the  first  to bear this name.15 If
this was the  case  he would probably have welcomed the  invaders, since  his
master, Rhys, had  been  promising help to  Henry (as well as to the  King) for
some  months. Nevertheless, the very first reaction to  French troops  would
inevitably have been  hostility, and there may be  some  weight  behind  Vergil’s
‘he  [Henry] took  first  a place  the  name  whereof is Dalley’1 °  and its Latin original,
‘primum  occupavit locum, cuius Dalia nomen  est?" both  imply military seizure,
possibly after  some  resistance. ,

Henry had  only just  landed and, entering Dale, was' still  unsure  of his
position, so he would have wished his  presence  to  remain  as  unknown  to the
outside  world as it was  when  he  disembarke’d  in Harry’s  Carthouse.  The  method
would have been obvious: Dale Peninsula and village (which lies on the peninsula
side of the isthmus) could  be easily isolated from the mainland by a military
block  across  the only road  out while the castle, which, as suggested  above,
would be friendly to Henry, and by now would probably be  manned  by his
troops  anyway, could  cover any attempted escapes  across country. At the  same
time  something could be  done  to  stop any of the  boats  in the harbour leaving.

Vergil remarks  that  the  next  day Henry began  his  journey by marching the
ten  miles  to Haverfordwest, ‘and  the  same  he did with  such  celerity as that he
was  present  and  spoken  of all at once?" In other words, no  news  had  come
out of Dale since the afternoon  before—which  would be  extremely unlikely,
even  under  normal circumstances, unless’ special  precautions  had  been  taken.
Henry must have  tried to  make sure that  his  march  would be well  under  way
before anyone from  Dale  could start the  news  on its journey towards the King.

On the other  hand, Dale surely had  a beacon.  It will be  remembered that
Vergil  says that the order to set them up came after defending troops were
withdrawn, and he also says  that  Henry took Dale, ‘where he  heard that  certain
companies  of his adversaries had had their'stations the  winter  by past  to have
kept  him from landing.’19 These forces would certainly have made sure  that
Dale  fulfilled its obligations. Possibly they 'made  arrangements  similar to  those
ordered in Huntingdonshire by Sir Henry Cromwell, under  the threat of the
Armada in  1588:  beacons were to be set up, together  with  a stock  of dry wood
and other inflammable materials, which  were  to be safeguarded  from damage,
and watchmen were to be arranged for them.“ It may be of significance  that,
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as  Pembroke Castle  was being put into a  state  of defence m 1485, the  woods
around  the  town  of Narberth  were  cut down to  supply fuel for it. 31 We do not
know how  large these  woods were, but  even  for  a  large castle during a  potential
siege this  seems excessive, unless  there  was  some  particular requirement in its
area of responsibility. However, it should  also  be noted  that, although  faggots
certainly were used in beacons for  many years to  come, we are  told  that  only
primitive  beacons consisted of ‘stacks of wood set  upon high places’, and  that
‘du‘ring Edward III’s reign  pitchboxes  were set up instead of these  stacks, and  this
properly is  a  beacon.’22 We  know  that the  pitchpot  was  frequently placed in an
iron  fire  basket, which was slung between two  upright  wooden poles,23 and this
seems  to  agree  most closely with Vergil’s  ‘lamps  fastened upon frames of  timber’.

A  beacon  station must  be in a position where it can see and be seen, and
the Dale  Peninsula  possesses an ideal position—St  Ann’s  Head, where  even  today
stand a  coastguard station  and  a  lighthouse, fulfilling these very funétions. The
coastguard station is  converted  from an  older lighthouse, which in turn was

originally built in Queen  Anne’s  reign on the  site  of an ancient chapel.“ George
Owen describes  this  in 1595 as  ‘Sct Anne’s Chapell  being an ould chapell
decayed  having a  round  towre builded like a windniyllne or  pigeon howse  of
stone, 25 and he  goes  on to say that this tower was  tqty feet high, and used by
sailors as  a landmark  for navigation—in  other  words it was a lighthouse of sorts
a  century after Bosworth. Towers as well as wooden structures were used for

beacons, and  there  is at least one other beacon, at  Sneaton  in Yorkshire, which
was  used  for both navigational and warning purposes. 2“ Surely the  chapel
would  have been used  as the Dale  beacon  station in  1485.  2"

It 1s  possible that Henry’s ships  were actually sighted  from St  Ann’s  Head;
however, there  can  have been neither  the  resources  nor the inclination for a
permanent  watch, and it seems  quite  likely that, in  a  busy shipping channel
they were not recognised for  what  they were  until  they touched land.  The
landing spot  may have  been  invisible from the  cliffs above, but  there  still
exists, on the edge of the  beach, next  to the path leading out of the bay, a piece
of masonry wall: the  remains  of  a  mill, which presumably drew its power from
the  stream  flowing into the sea  here.  Its date is  unknown, but  George Owen
knew  the bay as Mill Bay in 1595." It was quite  possibly the miller, or  a
member  of his  household, who ran up the  eight  hundred yards or so to St  Ann’s
Chapel  with the  first  news of Henry Tudor’s  landing.

Despite being such  a  favourable site for  a beacon, St  Ann’s Chapel  had one
serious  disadvantage:  owing to a slight  rise  in the  land  in the  middle  of the Dale

Peninsula, it was invisible from further inland. It could  just  have  been seen  from
a  very short stretch of the northern shore of the Haven six  miles  away (just  to
the west of the  modern town  of Milford  Haven), but in  this  case, a  chain of
beacons  would  withdut doubt have  passed  through  Haverfordwest  and, as we
have  seen, Haverfordwest  knew  nothing until  Henry himself arrived'

Nevertheless, the St  Ann’s beacon  would  have been  clearly visible four
miles  away, across the  mouth  of the  Haven—in  the neighbourhood of Angle,
although  the village itself' 15 low lying, on the  edge  of Angle  Bay, and is  thus
out of  sight  of the Dale Peninsula.  A little  unde'r a  mile south  of It  stands  a  hill,
which  might seem  to be an ideal  site  for the  next  beacon' 1n the chain, and was
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indeed quite  possibly used. However, Vergil  says  that  the organisation of  -
beacons  was to be allocated to  ‘noble  men and  gentlemen’, and, since Angle
Castle stands in the village, it is only logical  that  a  nearer  site would  have been
chosen  if convenient. As it  happens,  at  a  distance of  about  half  a mile  up the
road  leading out of  Angle, stands an old  round stone tower, which  was at one
time  a  windmill. I have no idea of its  date; however, tower  mills were  certainly
known in the  fifteenth  century.“ Due to a slight  depression  in the  land,  St
Ann’s Head  is visible from it.  Thus  it  seems  very possible  that,  if it  existed  in
1485, this tower held the second  beacon,  and if it did not  exist,  it is still conceiv-
able that  thjs  was the  site.

The  next  beacon in the chain must  have been somewhere  on the  hills  south
of Pwllcrochan, since Angle  could  not  have been seen  from the  other  side of
them. Yet  again, there  are  small  castles not far away from  which it might have
been maintained—either Castlemartin (if it was at all  occupied  at this time ,3°
or Jestynton  Castle, now called Eastington. The logical  beacon  site would have
been the highest point on the hills. This is an artificial  mound—a Bronze  Age
cairn, later heightened still  further.  It is actually called  Corston  Beacon, and it
has been written:  ‘the  use on  some forgotten occasion  of the hillock as the base
of  a  beacon doubtless accounts for its name.’31 The forgotten occasion is  most
likely to have been under the threat of  a Napoleonic  invasion, when  a number
of beacons were erected in the area.  However, there  may be  some  significance
in the order, issued by the lord lieutenant of  Pembrokeshire  in 1803, for beacons
to be set up on four eminences, including Carew  Beacon, several  miles  away:32
there  is, therefore, at least one  other hillock  in the area  named ‘Beacon’ which
was so called before  Napoleonic  times. Even this is likely to  take  us back only
to the  many fears about the vulnerability of the Haven in the  late  sixteenth
century,” including those  at the time of the  Spanish  Armada in 1588, when
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beacons  were  erected  throughout  England and Wales. Nevertheless it is still con-
ceivable that the  name  of Corston  Beacon  may date  back  to 1485,  and,  if it  does
not, the very fact  that  a beacon stood  there  at  some  other  time emphasises  the
advantages of the site, and increases the likelihood of one having stood there

against Henry Tudor.
There  can have been only one place for the  next  station in the chain: the

seventy-five foot high  Norman  keep of  Pembroke Castle,  from which  Corston
Beacon  is clearly visible. And it was  here  that the chain ended. Henry Tudor
may have  been born in  Pembroke  Castle';  his uncle, Jasper, with him at the
landing, may have  been  created Earl of  Pembroke  by Henry VI, and may have_
spent  some time there; Polydore  Vergil may even  tell  us of a promise of  support
coming to  Henry from  ‘the  inhabitants of Pembroke’;:14 yet  despite  all  this,
‘inhabitants’ does  not necessarily include the military garrison,  and the Con-
stable  and Steward of  Pembroke  Castle (as well as of three others) was a.  loyal
follower of  Richard.

He was Richard Williams, and, in January 1484,  he succeeded in this office
Henry, Duke  of  Buckingham.  In  fact,  in December of that year he was granted
the  lordship of the castle of Manorbier and the  manor  of Penally as a reward for
his loyalty against the rebels in  1483.  He had previously been only an usher of
the chamber, and it is  thought that  King Richard appointed him Constable and
Steward  because  he knew he could be trusted. He was to carry out his duties in
person, and so he was probably in  Pembroke  Castle when Henry landed.
Richard’s trust was apparently not misplaced: Williams fought with him at
Bosworth, and was attainted by Henry VII, Manorbier and  Penally being
granted  to Margaret Beaufort. Evans even  makes  a rather confused  reference
to the  effect  that Williams’ area  provided the only resistance that Henry ex-
perienced  before he  reached  Shrewsbury.as

Thus Richard Williams was certainly a  loyal subject, and it was surely
through  him  that  news of the  Tudor  landing reached  the King. The possible
sites  of the beacons have been  plotted  using mainly topographical evidence, but  -
this is further evidence to support it—the chain  leads  directly to  Pembroke,
largest castle in the  area, and  held  by this trusted constable. It  must have been
obvious  from the start  that  any hostile response  to a  potential  invasion was to
come  from  here.  In the event, the  garrison  was probably too  small  to  deal  with
the landing force, which  numbered  two thousand at Vergil’s, the lowest, estimate.

The castle  could still help, however, by despatching the  n_ews to Richard.

Pembroke  to  Beskwood, just north  of Nottingham (from which  Richard’s
letter  to  Henry Vernon  was sent) is about 210 miles. Richard wrote his letter on
11th August; even if we assume that it was written in the  evening,  and im-

mediately after the news arrived, this is  only four days after the landing on the
evening of the  7th.  The  message  had therefore travelled approximately fifty-two
miles a day—a  considerable achievement when the average distance covered in
a day by a mounted messenger  was 30 to 35 miles.” Hutton,  in the eighteenth

century, when speaking of  Richard’s  preparations for an invasion, writes that
‘he also ordered his distant friends to be in  readiness, and stationed  post-horses
at every twenty miles, to facilitate intelligence?“ I do not know his source for
this  information, and the  idea does  not  seem  to  have been  taken up by any more
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modern  historian: in fact, such  a  relay system  covering the whole country seems
extremely unlikely in fifteenth century Europe, when  both  the  date  and  place  of
the potential invasion were so uncertain (although of  course  both Richard III
and Edward IV used relays of  messengers  between London and the north).
Nevertheless, the speed with which the news reached Richard  suggests  that  a
messenger was ready at hand, and  that  he was experienced and  determined.  He
must also have known  that  Richard was at Nottingham.  Such  a man  could  only
have  come from  Pembroke  Castle, sent  by Richard  Williams.  Evans has
suggested that, since Williams  fought  at Bosworth, he may even have carried
the news himself.“ Evidently, it was he of whom Richard was thinking when
he wrote of his source of information, ‘as we be credibly enfourmed.’

It is therefore clear  that  the most difficult part of the route that the  message
took  must have been the first few  miles, before it reached the military organis-
ation  of Pembroke and Richard Williams; yet this distance too  must  have been
covered  rapidly.  Once more the evidence suggests the use of  beacons.

However, when Williams was first told that Corston  Beacon  was  alight,
there can  have  been no  time  to find out details. The  Beacon  lies well inland, and
he knew it was impossible for a hostile landing to  have taken place there:  it can
have  been nothing more than  a  very vital link in the chain. He therefore con-
sidered what lay on the other side of it—Angle—but his thoughts did not go
beyond this, to Dale, on the other side of the Haven. And so he informed King
Richafid, as Richard informed the  Vernons, that the landing had been at
‘Nang e’.

Of course, all this can be nothing more  than  conjecture. It is possible that
Henry’s  ships were sighted by chance from the Angle Peninsula as they entered
the Haven, and so the news, at least, would indeed have  come  from  Angle.
Again, the positions of the beacons can  only be guessed, and it  must  be  admitted
that  beacons were individual concerns, with chains occurring simply by chance,
until  1539 when  a  network in the south of England was organised. However, it
was at the  same  time  that  the first code for beacons was evolved.“9 Previously,
although  a  watcher might receive a message at the speed of light, he could  never
be certain of what it meant.  This  is why Richard apparently did not know
(although he may have guessed) the precise identity of the  ‘enemyes’ in question
and  this  is why a mistake was  made  over  the landing place.  Nevertheless, it was
surely due to Richard’s precautions in ordering beacons  that  he knew of the
landing so  soon  at all.
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